
‘JBR’ has been a long-term supporter of both the ESVS and the EJVES. His term as Editor-in-Chief has seen the Journal evolve and improve at a time when many of its peers saw a significant decline in their Impact Factor. Much of the credit for the Journal’s progress is down to his enthusiasm and professionalism.

Time moves on and Ross Naylor now assumes the role of Editor-in-Chief, while Philippe Kolh becomes Senior Editor. Both are committed to improving the quality of the Journal and a number of new initiatives, guidelines and collaborations are in progress. We hope that these will enhance many of JBR’s innovations such as the iPAD App, the transatlantic debates and the new colour layout of the Journal. The last 25 years have seen our Journal grow in stature and prominence and we are grateful to the many Authors, Reviewers, Associate Editors and Members of the Editorial Board who have made this happen. We hope you will continue to support the Journal by continuing to submit your hard-worked research to the EJVES.
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